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API 
RESTful Open API Specification Compliant (OAS)  - 
Full Swagger Documentation  - 
Full POSTMAN Collection Available  - 
API Client Code Generator for all Platforms (Java, NodeJS, C, C++, PHP, Ruby, 
Python, etc)  - 

PLATFORM 
 

  

Configurable user-role based Permissions.  - 

Optional Customer Web Portal available for accepting/returning plans to clients.  - 
New technology stack, AWS, NodeJS, ReactJS, RESTful API, Docker and 
Microservices, Lambda.  - 
Simultaneous document page rendering returns results faster and eliminates need 
for asynchronous Document Render Queue.  - 

Unlimited file storage provided via AWS.  - 
Printer technology fixes common PDF issues such as inaccurate rotation or scan 
dimension data to improve quality of marked up deliverables.  - 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Easily configurable assignment distribution workflows by Project Type.   

Create and manage projects for permitting and/or design review purposes.  - 

Securely manage and ‘silo’ projects among team members.  - 

Easily automate project team membership.  - 
Return reviewed plans via download, email link, or to an integrated product such 
as goPost or external third-party system.  - 

DOCUMENT AND TASK MANAGEMENT 
Slip-sheet or partial document intake on resubmittals  - 

Ensure reviewers are always working on the latest document version.   
Markups from previous reviews carry forward to the latest document page version 
automatically after sheet number matching.  - 

Automate assignment distribution with ability to manually override.   

Integrated ‘PDF Scout’ inspection tool to check for PDF compliance.  - 
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PLAN REVIEW FEATURES 
 

 
 

Review multiple documents across multiple projects simultaneously.   
See markups and comments made by other users in ‘real time’ without checking 
in, publishing, etc.   
Side-by-side comparison mode with pair/unpair feature.   
Comment formatting includes styles, spellcheck, bolding, italics, bullets, 
numbered lists and hyperlinks.   
Batch stamping for faster, easier approvals. Supports batch stamp delete.   
Configurable stamps can display project number, user, and date information.  - 
Changes made to reviewer comments at the field level are logged and 
timestamped.  - 
Overlay mode with resize, rescale features and highlight page differences.  - 
Markups can be moved, resized, or modified after initial placement on the page.  - 
Sketches include calibration data (linear, area, volume, etc.)  - 
Improved zoom controls.  - 
Comment reply feature supports secure collaboration with external contributors.  - 
Textbox tool for printing text directly onto plans.  - 
Flag comments for ‘general access’ viewing or ‘private’ restricted viewing.  - 
Supports batch update actions on project comments for updating dispositions 
and flags.  - 
Reviewers may belong to multiple departments/groups/divisions.  - 
 
ADDITIONAL FEATURES 
Upload commonly used comments to the full-featured searchable Standard 
Comment Library.    
Improved Standard Comment Library interface returns results faster.  - 
Easily configure one or more Comment Corrections Report templates for use.  - 
Easily configure user email notifications for application, project, markup and 
workflow events.  - 
Securely manage and assign electronic stamps to designated users.   
Secure access for external contributors/collaborators to interact with project 
team members and respond to comments.  - 
Configure lookup list names for exempt and non-exempt projects.  - 
Configure individualized Group colors for easy identification in system and on 
deliverable documents.  - 
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